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Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home!Charles and Lizzie Peterson love

puppies. Their family fosters these young dogs, giving them love and proper care, until they can find

the perfect forever home.From the first time Lizzie sees Teddy the Pomeranian, she knows that this

alert little puppy has some special talents but he just won't stop barking! When all of the other

members of the Peterson family lose their patience, Lizzie sticks it out by training this pup to be

helpful around the house.
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I love reading about hearing dogs and how Lizzie trained teddy it was all so fun to read about but

teddy had a sad story i can't believe anyone would do that teddy is my 3rd favorite book in the

puppy place series i have a dog named major my favorite dog breed is a beagle i love this book.

I think that it is amazing that Teddy is going to be a hearing dog for Mathew and I also think that

Teddy is a really cute little puppy. I know that if I had a dog like Teddy I would probably do the same

thing that Lizzie did to train him. I love little dogs and I love them even more more when they are

smart to. I have a dog but he could never learn all of the stuff that Teddy did. I think that Teddy is a



really cute, smart, amazing dog. If I had a dog like Teddy I would probably miss a lot of school so

that make me lose my perfect attendance award so that is why I can't have a puppy but that is only

one reason. I also have a irresponsible little brother who could definitely not handle a puppy and I

never have homework done within bedtime but there are many more reasons why I can't have a

puppy. I love puppy big or small no mater what. Your puppy lover as just in...me!

This story is pretty much about a cute little dog named Teddy.Lizy thinks that he could be a service

dog. Like those dogsthat help blind and def people. I give this book a 4 star review!!:)

This book is so entertaining and the character Teddy acts very adorable. ONE OF THE BEST

PUPPY PLACE BOOKS EVER!!! It is just a very amazing book. I recommend this book to any dog

lovers out there!

I really like this book because teddy finds a great home and Matthew finds a dog that can help him

through his life. They always find great homes for the puppies that they foster

Best book ever I love that book and Teddy is so cute Ellen miles is the best person who ever lived

I think this is a great way to achieve a goal by reading this book. I think this book is awesome. I think

this book would have a 5 star rating.

Great for young readers who are ready for chapter books! My daughter can't put them down!! I

highly recommend this series!
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